MatchWAND
INSTRUCTIONS
DF-MR005
Thank you for choosing MatchRIGHT color matching lights. Please review the following instructions to achieve the best results and maximizing the functionality of the product. **Please retain this instruction manual for future reference.**

### TECHNICAL DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Source</th>
<th>High CRI three color COB LED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Luminous Power       | ca. 500 lumen – Full Power Mode  
                      | ca. 250 lumen – ECO Mode      |
| Operating Time       | ca. 2.5h – Full Power Mode    
                      | ca. 4 h – ECO Mode            |
| Battery Specification| Li-Ion 3.7 V, 2600 mAh, 9.62Wh |
| Charging Time        | ca. 4 h                       |
| Charging Input       | DC 5V 1A                      |
| Degree of Protection | IP 65, IK 07                  |
| Operating Temperature| 15 °F to 105 °F (−10 °C to +40 °C) |
WARNING

- Do not open the device.
- Do not look directly into the light emitting lamp - Risk of eye injuries!
- Do not operate in direct sunlight or extreme temperature conditions.
- Operating Temperature 15 °F to 105 °F (−10 °C to +40 °C)
- Keep away from children, this is not a toy.

OPERATING PROCEDURE
DF-MR005 MatchWAND

- Press POWER button once to turn on. CCT starts at 2700K
- Press POWER button twice to switch from 2700K to 4500K
- Press POWER button a third time to switch from 4500K to 6500K
- Press POWER button a fourth time to switch OFF.
- The light will automatically switch to ECO Mode after 5 minutes.

CHARGING PROCEDURE
1. WARNING: ONLY USE THE USB CHARGER INCLUDED TO CHARGE THE LAMP – The use of a NON-recommended charger can cause damage to the lamp or potentially cause a fire.
2. Before first use, charge the lamp for 4-5 hours.
3. Switch lamp off before charging. Connect the included USB/wall charger into the base. Place the lamp into the base with the contact points of the lamp touching the corresponding points on the base.
4. The battery indicator (located below the lens) will blink while the unit is charging.
5. Once the unit is fully charged the battery indicator will stay fully lit.
6. Fully charge the lamp before an extended period of storage.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

- Do not use the device if there is damage to the housing, plug or cable.
- Do not open device! There is a risk of electrical shock. Doing so voids any warranties. Return for repair.
- Remove unit from charger and disconnect charger before cleaning.
- WARNING: Keep unit away from extreme heat. Do not immerse unit in water. Do not burn to dispose.
- If the battery is damaged or not used correctly, dangerous fluids can leak from the battery. Avoid contact with these fluids because they can lead to skin irritations and severe burns. If you happen to come in contact with these fluids rinse off immediately with soap and water. Seek medical help immediately if the fluids make contact with your eyes or mouth.
- Lamp Lens will heat up and become hot after being on for a short period. DO NOT TOUCH THE LAMP LENSE TO ANY SURFACE AFTER BEING ON OR AFTER BEING TURNED OFF UNTIL IT IS COOLED.
- To prevent eye injury and blindness: Do not direct light at eyes. Risk of eye injuries!
- If unit is damaged discontinue use and do not charge.

Environmental Protection

- Do not discard the device with normal house hold waste.
- Use proper disposal center for Li-on and Li-Po battery recycling or disposal.
- Risk of fire: Do not puncture, crush or burn batteries inside the unit.
✓ WARRANTY

- **ONE YEAR MANUFACTURER WARRANTY**: The manufacturer warrants this product to be free from defects in workmanship and materials, under normal use and conditions, for a period of one (1) year for the original invoice date.

Failure to operate the light as per intended use voids any warranty expressed or implied.

DO NOT RETURN TO PLACE OF PURCHASE CONTACT DENT FIX EQUIPMENT FOR WARRANTY SERVICE.
Call (310) 349-1940 OR Email info@dentfix.com